CASLink is a cloud-based Building Management System that allows users to monitor and control HVAC, lighting, refrigeration and utilities at **NO MONTHLY FEE** when maintained by a CaptiveAire representative. Built-in proprietary algorithms provide periodic assessments and recommendations regarding cost reduction measures to optimize building performance.

**REAL TIME DETECTION OF PROBLEMS**

Monitoring points update every 30 seconds (adjustable)

Immediate email alerts sent for default and customized events

- Broken Fan Belts
- Thermostat Malfunctions
- Clogged Filters
- Heating and/or Cooling Malfunctions
- Refrigeration Malfunctions
- Hood Cleaning
- Fire System Alerts

Immediate alerting to qualified technicians

- A qualified CAS Service technician assigned to each connected site
- Alerts can be sent to third parties as required

Engineering team support

- Team of engineers provide assistance as necessary

Customized alerting to key personnel

- Alerts tailored for each site sent only to user defined personnel
- Flexibility in monitoring points and editable ranges
- Snooze alert activation to prevent annoying spam

Inherently self-regulating system

- Engineered to work without any oversight
- Designed to produce periodic operation assessments
- Saves your operation money by reducing labor input
- Know the problem before spending money on a solution